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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONs. 

Engineering, 

VESSEL TRANSPORTING ApPARATUS. 
-ChrIstopher Bruhl, Brooklyn, N. Y. ThIS invention 
provides, in suitable connectIOn with a land railway, a 
dock carriage for receivmg and floating a vessel, a 
pneumatic float or platform beneath the carriage, 
pumps to empty the float of water, and auxiliary 
mechanism to adjust the float and carriage to the level 
of the railway. The appll.ratus is designed to afford the 
means of transporting vessels overland from one water 
way to another, lifting them bodily and moving them 
while afloat, withont injurious strains on the vessel or 
it. cargo, the dock carriage belng large enoul:h to hold 
water sufficient to float the largest vessel. 

CUT-OFF VALVE. -Daniel B. Kenney, 
Detroit, .Mlch. This is  designed to be a simple ll.nd 
durable device, very effective and automatic m opera
tion, and more especially designed for use on natural 
gas mains and pipes to automatically shut off the gas 
supply after the pr"""ure has once gone down. The 
casing has mlet and out.Jet ports and a valve therefor, 
set anti released by cam projections, in connection with 
a diaphragm having a stem with a head on Its lower 
end separably engalZed by the npper end of the valve 
when the latter is raised, whereby when the diaphragm 
moves the stem downward the val ve will be disconnect· 
ed from the head by the cam projections and will fall, 
means being also provided for raising the valve to en
gage it with the stem. 

ELECTRIC INSULATOR FOR BOILERS.
Peter Decker, Norwalk, Conn. ExceSSive oxidation of 
the Interior of boilers, with which quick-speed engines 
are directly connected by the steam and feed water 
pipes, is frequently attributed to currents of electricity 
pervading the water, and generated by the friction of 
the working parts or the engine. This invention is 
designed to provide a thorough insulation for the pre
vention of .uch action, an insulating joint being located 
between opposing couplin£' flanges on the pipe sections, 
a sleeve of non-conducting material on each bolt body, 
and a washer of non-conducting material under each 
head and nut on the bolts. 

Railway Appliances, 

FREIGHT SHIFTING BUFFER. - Clay
land Tilden, Jersey City, N. J. This is an improved 
device for shifting freight upon gondola and flat cars, 
as in cases of beams of wood or iron which have been 
shifted ont of place. In connection with a framework 
is a butting block with which a buffing head has a 
hinged or pivotal cOl:.nection, there being means for 
elevating the buffing head, while a fixed buffing surface 
i. attached to the block above tha head. In operation 
the car is pnshed toward the butting block arranged in 
its path, and the load is brought into gradual engage· 
ment with a buffing surface, whereby the load will be 
trued up without having to be handled by laborers for 
this pnrpose. 

Mechanical Appliances, 

CHAIN POWER.-Milo E. Smith, Brady 
Islan1, Neb. This is a simple and conve�ient device for 
transmitting a continuous motion to an endless chain 
to adapt it for driving any sort of machinery. A 
reCiprocating bar is held to move parallel with the 
chain members, a sliding frame moving in the same 
plane with the bar, the frame having flanged pulleys 
arranged opposite the chain, and oppositely arrllJlged 
elbow latches pivoted in the sliding frame having 
notched ends to engage the chain, there being a link 
connection between the elbow latches and the bar. 

TUBE SCRAPER. - Philip Eckenroth, 
Jr., Philadelphia, Pa. The body of this scraper has 
shonlders on its opposite edges near its front end, cut
ters having bent arms being pivoted at their bends to 
the body, with their inner ends abutting against the 
shoulders, while a lever pivoted to the body in the rear 
of the pivotal points engages the arms to simultaneously 
operate them. In nse the scraper is secured to a 
handle and pushed thronl:h a boiler tube in the ordinary 
way, the cutters being adjustable to fit any tube. and 
means being provided for increasing the power of the 
scraper at particular points where heavy scale Is met 
with, where a sudden shock or blow may be made to 
loosen the scale, and euable it to be readily removed. 

MECHANICAL MOVEMENT.-Rnssel C. 
Lee ,ham, Trinidad, Coi. This inven tion relates to 
mechanical movements in which a reciprocating motion 
is changed to a rotary one. and is designed to be 
simple and durable in construction, aVOIding dead 
center positions and reducing friction to a minimum, 
while being readily applicable to all kinds of machines. 
The invention consists of arms secured on a driving 
shaft and adapted to be engaged by an upper and lower 
set of abutments held on the reciprocating crosshtad, 
there being also a reversible double lug arranged be
tween the abutments of the crosshead. 

HAIR TREATING MACHINE. - Jnnins 
A. Murphy, New Orleans, La. Machinery for treating 
horse hair and similar fibers is greatly improved by this 
invention, the machine picking and furmmg the hair 
mto a lap with uniformity and economy, the lap being in 
proper form to enable the combing frames, to which 
the air is subsequently subjected, to effectively tease 
and comb it. The invention provides a novel feed 
mechanism and feed regnlator for the picker, and a 
novel arrangement of the picker cylinder and the 
hopper to which it delivers, while there is also intro
duced a novel improvement in the forming of the lap 
and In the reeling of it. 

Agricultural, 

FERTILIZER DISTRIBUTER.-'!'haddeus 
N. L. Anderoon and Willie Boatner, Centreville, Miss. 
The distributing hopper, snspended by a strap from 
the shoulder, has a screen located near Its upper end, 
and a slide valve where the spont joins the hopper 
below, a stirrer journsled in the hopper extending 
below the slide valve, while a handle lever ext�Dd. up-
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ward from a spring-pressed lever fulcrnmed on the 
outer face of the hopper and connected with the valve, 
a gange bar secured to the lever limiting the throw of 
the valve. The fertilizer is dropped by pulling upward 
on the handle rod as one walks over the ground with 
the device, the valve being set to distri bute a certain 
amount to the acre, the fertilizer being practically 
sifted and prevented from clogll:ing. 

CULTIVATOR AND HARROW.-James S. 
Hickman, Hickman, Ill. Tbl6 is a combination ma
chine which may be used to cultivate one, two, tbree, 
four or more rows, the invention providlng a simple, 
novel and easily operated construction 01 supporting 
and guiding devices and pal ts to be removed and re
placed to convert the machine into a harrow or culti
vator frame. It has adjustable front and rear axle 
sections and separate devices for operating them, with 
locking devices for their connection: so that they may 
be operated together or separately, while the cultivator 
teeth are partly supported to run close to the row, 
other teeth running centrally between the rows and, in 
use as a harrow, such of the teeth as would interfere 
with the growing rows are removable. 

Miscellaneous, 

CASH REGISTER.-Charles Gibbs, New 
York City. Withm a suitable casing a .haft carries 
two loosely mounted disks, one having a scale in cents 
and the other a scale in dollars, there being teeth on 
the periphery of the dollar disk and pins on the peri. 
pheries of both disks, in combination with a laterally 
shifting pinion meshing with the teeth of the dollar 
disk and adapted for engagement with the pin of the 
cent disk, while an actuating mechanism connects one 
disk With the key. The machine also has various other 
novel features, all the movements being positive and 
there being no springs in the actuating mechanism, the 
machine being designed to afford an accurate account 
of receipts in dollars and cents, while cards of informa
tion or advertisement may be conveniently di�played 
in the casing. 

AIR SHIP.-J ames C. Walker, Waco, 
Texas. This ship has stationary vertical cylinders 
opening entirely throngh It and provided with lifting 
wind wheels in their upper ends, while horizontal 
cylinders provided with propeller wind wheels are ar· 
ranged in a horizontal framework having pointed ends. 
The ends and sides of the cabin are to be covered with 
canv8£l, woven wire, or wood wicker work, and a Hght 
tubular construction is to be used throughout, to af
ford the greatest possible strength consistent with the 
least weight, any suitable motor being employed which 
furnishes high power with little weight. 

INKSTAND. - William J. S a w  y e r, 
London, England. This inkstand has a horizontal 
closed collapsible containing vessel connected by a 
flexible tnbe with an open dipping well, in combination 
with a supporting cradle carried and rendered vertically 
adjustable by pairs of levers, the dipping well and 
reservOIr b�ing adjustable relatively as to height 
The improvement prevents contact of the air with the 
bulk of the ink, preventing the thickening of t h e  ink 
and the takmg place of physical changes, while main
taining a practically constant quantity of ink in a small 
well in which the pen is dipped. 

EYEGLASSES. - Charles Lembke, New 
York City. Combined with the eyeglass frame are 
clips supported by it and nose pieces secured to the 
clips by" pivotal connection, clamping screws being 
provided in addition to the pivots for maintaining the 
nose pieces in adjusted position. The invention re
lates to eyeglasses in which the nose pieces are pivotally 
supported from the frame to adjust themselves to the 
nose of the wearer, and provides for readily securing 
the nose pieces in the adjusted position, thus maintain· 
ing them permanently in proper adjnstment. 

MEASURING VESSEL. - William C. 
Hocking, Sheffield, Iowa. This is a measure open at 
top and bottom, its interior capacit,y equal to the 
standard measure it represents, and only to be filled 
when its open bottom rests on an independent surface, 
as the bottom of a paper bag or sack resting on a floor 
or table. It has on its upper end a fixed shel ving or in
clined side handle of feed board character, the outer 
end of which forms a hand grip. 

lNv ALID BED. - Carl Olsen, L o n  g 
Island City, j';. Y. The frame of the hedRteadprovlded 
by this invention may be easily taken apart and packed 
into a small compass, or the bed frame may be removed 
from the head board and foot board and applied to a 
bedstead of any other form, the bed being extremely 
convenient for use in a sick room and also adapted for 
nse as an ordmary bed. The bed IS provided with dif
ferent adjustments to fit it for its especial use and the 
invention covers various novel combinations and ar· 
rangements of parts . 

C H I L D R E N'S CARRIAGE BRAKE.
Augustus E. Scharff, Tacoma, Washington. This im
proved brake mechanism is applicable ;;0 any hand
pushed vehide, and particularly to baby coaches having 
fonr wheels. Combined with a brake beam carrying 
brake shoes is 8 retractile spring normally main taininl: 
the beam out of contact with the carriage wheels, a 
cham or cord connected with a rotatable handle bar 
and winding thereon being connected with the brake 
beam, to apply the brake by the turning of the handle 
bar. 

KNITTED FABRIC. - "Max Gernshym, 
Brooklyn, N. Y. This fabric is formed with a series of 
tnhular knitted courses, each partly formed by plain 
loops to form a ribbed back and partly by transferred 
loops to produce an ornamental front, the fabric being 
made ill continuous tnbular form and afterward cut up 
and trimmed to form ja�kets and other garments, or 
which part is plain and the rest in design, making fine 
goods of "rich appearance at t.be same cost as ordmary 
plain goods. The invention relates to a former patent
ed invention of the same inventor. 

P A P  E R BAG. - Charles W. Fishel, 
Aspen, Col. This is a cheap and easily fastened bag, to 
huld Q'rAt:;�rieM. ' .. Q,Ullt ¥,nd Qtb�t a.�th;l"ti wb�h UA QAt. 

sift. It is formed of a rectangular paper sheet, two of 
whose diagonally opposite corners are folded on con
verging lines and lapped and pasted, another corner 
being folded and parted over the lapped portion to form 
the narrow end of the bag, whIle the extremity of the 
remaining corner portion is folded and pasted upon a 
transverse string, which is thus made a permanent 
atLllchment of the mouth-closing flap. 

CUFF HOLDER.-James J. Cnlley, San 
Fra"cisco, Cal. A plate having a keeper is adapted to 
be secured in a sleeve, a base plate with an offset pro
jecting over the keeper, while a plate or strip pivoted 
to the base plate has a cuff stud at one end and at its 
other end a tongue engaging the keeper. a spring having 
one end secured to the pivoted strip and its other enct 
engaging the offset of the baSe plate. This device is 
designed to secure the cuff to the coat sleeve, eo that it 
may always be held in the right position. 

GARlIlENT DRAUGHTING PATTERN.
Bertha Musse, New York City. This is an adjustable 
pattern of simple and convenient style which may be 
accurately fitted to people of different sizes in the mak· 
ing of sacks, basques, waists, and analogous garments. 
The various parts of the pattern are preferably made of 
sheet metal, and the pattern may be given any desired 
contour, according to the garment to be cut, the dif
ferent pieces bemg sectionally formed, overlapping, 
and having a shdinl1; connection with each other. 

BREECH LOADING BOLT GUN. - Wil
Ham D. Forbes, Morristown, N. J. This improvement 
has more partIcular reference to the devices for impart
ing motion to and locking the breech block, and for 
locking the extractor upon the cartridge shell in with
drawing the latter. Combined with the frame or re
ceiver and breech bolt with a rotary handle having a 
crank pin is a connecting rod connecting the crank pin 
with the breech bolt, a laterally moving cartridge ex
tractor, and a device carried by the connecting rod to 
lock the extractor upon the cartridge shell during the 
rearward movement of the breech bolt. 

SKATE.-Thomas H. McQuown, Biggs
ville, III. This skate has a sole plate whose rear end is 
8ecnred to the runner, while an adjusting device is nr
ranged between the front end of the sole plate and the 
runner, whereby provision is made for adjusting the 
sole plate to fit differently shaped shoe soles, in such 
manner as to give the toe a firm rest, at the same time 
preventing p ulling on the heel. 

BOTTLING ApPARATUS. - Amalia M. 
Donally, New York City. Combined with a compres
sion mechanism is a flexible filling tube adapted to 
enter a cask or like receptacle independent of the ap-. 
paratus, a vent tube connected with the filling tube 
also entering the cask, with other novel features, the 
machine being designed for manipulation by a single 
attendant, and its construction being such that a series 
of bottles of irregnlar size may be filled as readily as 11 

series of regular sizes, the supply of liquid beiug cut 
off from any one or from the entire number of bottles 
being tilled, at the option of the operator. 

F O R  M E R  FOR BERRY CRATES. 
Charles S. Andrews, Wilmington, N. C. This crate 
former consists of a crate-shaped skeleton metallic 
frame with a hollow spindle, whereby the body is 
adapted to be mounted on and revolved by a shaft, 
seats or recesse. being formed in the outer face of the 
body adapted to form seat. for the Rlat sections of the 
crate, with means for holding these sections to the 
body. By the use of this Improvement crates are 
designed to be made at a small cost and very mnch 
quicker than they can ordinarily be produced. The 
entire crate may be made on the former, the longitUd
inal and transverse slats being nailed together and the 
brads or nails clinched on the former. 

WEATHER BOARD. - Robert Sword, 
Kemnay. Manitoba, Canaua. This is an improved 
drop siding weather boarding strip or plank, having its 
upper and outSIde edge chamfered in a concave plane, 
with the curve of the chamfer approaching the inner 
side of the board morp, closely at a line some distance 
from the edge than it does at the edge, and having its 
lower edge reces.ed upon the imide, whereby the 
shrinkage of the boards is made to tighten the joint be
tween them, and preventing the opemng of cracks from 
the shrinkage of the lumber. 

PORTABLE SCAFFOLD.-John Harper, 
London, England. In an upright framing, with corner 
posts erected on a wheeled base and braced together, 
the posts having racks and guides, is a cage or platform 
adapted to be moved up and down the guides, toothed 
gearing engaging with the racks and coupled by worm 
gear, the whole being operated by a single hand !ever. 
This scaffolding is entirely self-contained, and is made 
in sections, being more particularly adapted for use in 
repairing and decorating or cleamng bUIldings, as well 
as for construction purposes. 

SIDE APRON FOR VEHICLES.-Thomas 
H. Joyce, Unionville, N. Y. This il1vehtion provides 
an apron at each side of the seat, and extending to the 
body of the vehicle, to protect the occupants from side 
draughts, the aprons being so hung as to be independ 
ent of the lap robe, etc., and capable of being con
veniently and quickly carried rearward, so as not to in
terfere with getting in or out. The frame for attaching 
the apron consists of an attllching bar and a support· 
ing bar having a lower flexible end and a spring.con
trolled upper end, the frames being designed to be 
length ened or shortened as deSired. 

KNOB ATTACHMENT. - Johan Mathe
son. Christiania, Norway. A divisible handle is pro_ 
vided by this invention, both parts of whiCh, when con
nected, will reach through the catch for the latch bolt, 
whereby a more solid cODnection and a better guidance 
for the handle may be obtained, an internally-threaded 
sleeve fitting upon the outer part of the handle and 
bearing ag'\inst a shoulder on the inner part of the 
handle, there being a detachable connection between 
the sleeve and the inner part of the handle. 

NOTE.-Copies of any of the above patents will be 
furnished by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please 
send name of the patentee, title of invention and date 
"f tl>l. 11&"." 
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NEW BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS. 

THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN CYCLOPEDIA 
OF RECEIPTS, NOTES AND QUERIES. 
Pp. 680. 8vo. M unn & Co., New 
York. 1892. Price $5 cloth, $6 sheep, 
$6.50 half roan. 

This splendid work contains a careful compilation of 
the most u.eful receipts and replies given in the Notes 
and Queries of corre.pnndents as published in the 
SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN during the past fifty years; to
gether with many valuable and important additions. 
Over twelve thousand selected receipts are here collect
ed; nearly every branch of the useful arts being repre
sented. It is by far the most comprehensive volume of 
the kind ever placed before the public. The work may 
be regarded as the product of the studies and practical 
experience of the a blest chemists and workers in all 
parts of the world; the information given being of the 
highest value, arranged and condensed in concise form, 
convenient for ready use. Almost every inquiry tnat 
can be thought of, relating to formu!!e used 111 the 
various manufacturing industries, wHl here be found 
answered. lnstructions for working many different 
proc�sseR in the arts are given. Many of the principal 
substances and raw materials used in manufacturing 
operatIOns are defined and described. No pains have 
been spared to render this collateral information trust
worthy. Those who are engaged in any branch of in
d ustry probably Will find in this book much that is 01 

practical value in their respective callings. Those who 
are in search of independent business or employment 
relating to the home manufacture of salable articles will 
find in it hundreds of most excellent sugge8tions. 

THE ARCHITECT'S AND BUILDER'S 
POCKET BOOK. By Frank Eugene 
Kidder, C.E. Pp. 900. 500 illustra
tions. New York. 1892. John Wiley 
& Sons. Full leather, gilt. Price $4. 

The original aim of the author was to produce a re
ference pocket book which should be to the architect 
and builder what Trltutwine is to the engineer or Has
well to the mechanic. The aut.hor has succeeded ad
mirably, and it would be a difficult matter to find as 
much useful information in the .ame compass. The 
work treats of mensuration, geometry,trigonometry,tlle 
strength and stability of foundations, walls, buttresses, 
arches, beam!'!', floors, roofs, ete. The pret-ent or 
ninth edition will doubtless be well received by the 
profession, owing to the great development of the use 
of steel in !building construction. Great attention is 
given to the strength of steel and the methods of 
using it. A glossary of technical terms, ancient and 
modern, adds greatly to the usefulness of the work. 
The arrangement of the book is admirable and hun
dreds of illustrations serve to make the book an indis· 
pensable companion for the architect. 

SYSTEMATIC MINERALOGY BASED ON A 
N A T  U R A L CLASSIFICATION. By 
Thomas' Sterry Hunt, M.A., LL.D. 
The Scientific Publishing Co., New 
York. 1891. Pp. xvii, 391. Price $0. 

l'rof. Hunt, in his preface, states that forty-six years 
alZO he begau the study of mineralogy under Charles 
Upham Shepard. This work is the outcome of a long 
lifework in chemistry, mineralogy, and geology. The 
author has won a wide reputation for pORRe,sing 
opinions of his own and the courage of those opinions. 
Hie division of the whole mineral world into order-s, 
families, genera, and species, as in natural history 
proper, is ingenious and plausible. The book IS well 
worthy of study, and indicates the mmd of a thoroughly 
independent thinker. but it must be also remembered 
it is the work of a thoroughly equipped scientist of re
cognized standinl:. 

THE WORKING AND MANAGEMENT OF 
AN ENGLISH RAILWAY. By George 
Findlay. London: Whittaker & Co. 
and George Bell & Sons. New York: 
Macmillan & Co. 1891. Pp. viii, 354. 
Price $1.50. 

The author of this book is the general manager of 
the London and Northwestern Railway, and is, there· 
fore, eminently qualified as an authority of this subject. 
The treatment which the subject receives, as was to 
have been anticipated, is decidedly insular, but it is of 
much value as showing how our transatlantic neigh· 
bors conduct their great sY6tems of crowded rail
roads. The interlocking and signaling system is given 
space, the perfection of which, at least as regards re
sults, has long been conceded in the care of English 
roads. The use of the railroad for military defense is 
given at some length. The book IS very good reading 
for all interested in railroads in this country as being 
suggestive of what may be done to improve our service 
aud increase safety on our roads. 

ROBERT FULTON: HIs LIFE AND ITS 
RESULTS. By Robert H. Thurston. 
New York: Dodd, Mead & Co. 1891. 
Pp. 194. Price 75 cents. Illustrated 

This br,ok is of the series devoted to" Mal,ers of 
America." Prof. Thurston tells in good style the oft· 
told tale of Fulton's work. his energy and per.everance 
under disappoi ntment and discouragement. As opening, 
the story of steam in early times is told. The work 
closes with chapters of the advanced marine engineer
ing of to-day and the outlook. This is affirmed to be 
slow and gradual improvement in speed and accommo· 
dation. The limit of speed .for vessels of ordinary 
sizes he believes is nearly reached. 

THE ENGINE RUNNER'S CATECHISlIl. A 
Sequel to the STEAM ENGINE CATE
CHISM. By Robert Grimshaw, M.E. 
New York: John Wiley & Sons. 1891. 
Illustrated. Pp. 366. Price $2. 

This very practical little work, written in the author's 
well known vein, attacks the problems of the working 
engineer's occupation. It tells of the feature�,erecting, 
and adjusting of special makes of engines by promi. 
nent makers, the adjustment of the cut-off, shipping 
and receivmg, erecting foundations, valve setting, and 
many other details of the running of stationary en
gines. It. contains a number of very pertinent and use
ful "un. 
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